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"MAKE IT SNAPPY"
IS APPLIED TO HABITS

INSURANCE FOR THE UNEMPLOYED
The suggestion of unemployment insurance has to recommend it little
more than an appeal to emotion. Men need work rather than insurance, work
at a living wage-honest reward for honest industry. Human nature is very
weak at best and the moment the worker finds a prop to lean upon he is
likely soon to lean so heavily the support will break. Platform orators and
those who cash in on flag waving and spurious patriotic mouthings may
paint lurid pictures of the suffering of "the great unwashed" in the heated
tenements of the cities; they may find occasion once more to drag into the
Ssunlight the thousand and one economic fallacles that have kept the world
at war for years, but the plain truth is that nature has destined man shall
live only by his labor and anything calculated to dull the ambition cannot
be regarded with favor, particularly in this land of plenty. It will be a
happy day when "charity" is abolished entirely in the scheme'of things and
"justice" takes its place. The idea of handing "allowances" To idle workers
is repugnant to the American mind. It would tend to sap men of their initiative, to eliminate their self-reliance, and worse it would put a damper on
their incentive to think. The problem of steady work is not an impossible
problem, bet it is one that must be solved by the ingenuity of man. The
,eomforts of our h~mes with all their labor saving devices come. to us as the
result of suffering from the element and the natural desire to make life more
comfortable. Out of the spur of suffering comes a better world. Without the,
spur the world gets flabby. Unemployment ipsurance is the last word in
un-Amerleanism.
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made for cross-saddle riding.

The

model pictured here is of this variety
and the vogue for black and white i
cleverly expressed In It. It has
breeches and vest In sparkling black
and white cheek sad coat of black
broadcloth.
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The Year Round Drink
* Delicious and Pure

LEARN TO LAUGHI
The ability to succeed in marriage
depends largely on the abilty to
laugh, to ignore and to admit. Learn
Enjoy
to see how funny you are.
Ignore little
all jokes on yourself.
things and acquire a sense of perspective. Above all things don't ex.
Admit it when
pect perfection.
you're wrong and sometimes when
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you aren't.
If your husband says you said it,
and you know you didn't say it,re
ply blandly, "I may have said itI'm so sterribly forgetful-but if I
did say it, w.hy I certainly must have
lied."

Queer Plight of a Big Sea Plane

not contradict you., the

He will

situation will be saved, and the dis
cussion quite definitely closed.
Be tactful, even when being tactful
consists of sitting on the tacks your
self. I believe it's well worth it.
I have been married five years and
have three children, and if I have
ever quarreled with my husband 1
have forgotten it.
MRS. T. M., Lower Coast.
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This big seapluaie was mounted on an incline for launching at the
it Santa Barbara, Cal. Hilgh tide washed away the incline and left the
n the odd position In which It Is now stranded.

Our Business is Men's and Boys' Shoes, you know th
quality by reputation-you will be fitted satisfactorIy i
the best-experienced shoe men in the city.
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EDWARD YALETS
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Traditional Welsh music has found
a place in the services of the Roman
Catholle cathedral at Westminster.
The attention of Dr. R. D. Terry, the
organist of the cathedral, was drawn
to the tunes some years ago by David
Lloyd George. At service of benedletion recently the "0 Salutartuls hets"
and the "Tantum ergo" were both
-sung to ancient Welsh melodes. The
tune used for the latter is one of the
prime minister's favorites.
"These old tauns have been wender
fully preserved," Doctor Terry told a
London Daly Mall reporter. ""May
of them date from the pre-Reformtion period. For centuries they were
not written down. bet they were saved
by the Welsh genius for unaccompanled singing. They were handed
down from one generation to another.
"Many of them have beenm ecovered
and pubishhed tn Welsh hmmnals, but
unhappily in too mea
cases their
harmonies and even their melodles
were revised in accordance with the
musical Ideals of the last eeatary.
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SAVE MONEY

Hygela Mattress Fat•Ory
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Traditional Melodles still In Use,
Though They Have Net Been
Committe to Paper.
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the selection of the suit and the hat.
Shoes, gloves and neck dress give opportunity for a nice discrlmnatlon.
With the paddock suit, a felt hat, more
or less soft, is worn and either riding
boots or puttees with shoes. A tah
lored waist with turnover collar, weem
with a snappy tie, or a high stock,
takes care of the neck dress sand heavy
street gloves provide for the hands
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saddle ridlng, with the tkirts buttone
up at one side, but the choice nearly
always flsi upqn the paddock suit,

WELSH TUNES HAVE SURVIVED
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South New Orleans Light & Traction Co,
Phone A.lders 181
LA.

22" Elmira Avenue

he aidds."is on its trial before
ria;te."

Thomaston, Conn.
Dr. Kraft, Algiers, La.
Dear Sir-Enclosed
find money
order $900 for Herald another year.
We have been away from our old
home town nearly three years, but
the Herald still looks good to us
all.

clothes is wideaning Its sphere of
Influence to Include almost everything
made for outdoor wear. It fnds an expr-esion in ridnlag togs and a survey
t- those made for southern tourists
tapresses one with their crisp jaunt.
as.
"Make it snappy"-but not bisarre, appears to be the rule for all
sorts of sports elethes In the new
sowlng. As these are presented at
this season for the benefit of those fortimate and discriminating people who
apticipate spring by going to meet it,
it may be naferred that these styles
are correct and to be worn with asursae anywhere: There is sufelent variety in habits
to give them Interest and not enough
to be confusing. No deviation from
Prrectaess In every detail of riding
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SO Convenient & Cheap NOW?
WIRING AND APPLIANCES ON MONTHLY TE17a
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In writing letters for publication under
this heading. please sign your name,
Such lettogether with your addrels.
ters intended for publication in the
Herald will not be inserted when anonymnously written. If you do not want your
name published, sign your name with the
request to publish your initials only.

if the nation's prosperity is not to hbdangerously checked the expalnlon of
farmer credit Is inevitable. However, washing all the confusing technical
ly specks ao the picture and Idbking at it through plain horse sense glasses

stande revad.
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.THE FARMER MUST BE WATCHFUL

Mae urat, tl arm
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Let the farmer keep his weather eye open when he considers taking advantage of legislation aimed at greatly enlarging his borrowing capacity.
The adage "Beware the Greeks Bearing Gifts" may not ft the situation with
,nbut it may be well to remember that borrowed money is easily
a
sq srd while that earned by the sweat of the brow usually is carefully
conserved. Relief must be afforded of course, and it will be afforded, betause

the farmer never will have a cent of money lent to him except it be on security that is unqeulonable, legislation or no legislation, and when money
Is borrowed there s established a lies on the farmer's production and correspod4dlgly a eartain domination of distribution and the fundamentals of
bsaness management. Care must be taken that the financial interests do
not sat too streag a grij on the agricultural group of our Amerlican life. It
operate on short
is ohbvious that srmears, particularly stock raisers,canat
leans but they shoald be cautious it opportunity is presented to them to
ti
t •mesey with such ease that its value will be lost to sight. It is easy to
drit dowt the stream, but there must be a day of reckonlng- -lways a day
o aecountin and settltng up. The role of domlna.ion must be played by
the trser, &t ly the fi.na e.
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